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The Update
A biweekly roundup of news in the Department of Asian Studies
For our Students, Faculty and Staff

Asian Studies Welcome Back Lunch
All transfer and returning Arts Undergraduate students are welcome to join us for our Welcome
Back Lunch on Imagine Day (2nd, 3rd and 4th years). Come learn about the Asian Studies
Experience and join the Asian Studies community. Meet with faculty and staff, network with
alumni and mingle with students over lunch. Imagine Day is your greatest opportunity to
become aware of the programs across campus and start planning ahead! We hope that you will
leave more knowledgeable about our Language and Culture Programs, UBC’s Go Global Exchange
Program and UBC’s student work opportunities.

Tuesday, September 6, 2016
Time: 12:00 PM – 1:30 PM
Location: Asian Centre Auditorium, 1871 West Mall
*The Department of Asian Studies is looking for students to volunteer for this event. If you are
interested, please contact the event organizer Dmitri Lennikov at dmitri.lennikov@ubc.ca.

Featured 2016W Courses
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ASIA 306  Esoteric Buddhism
Overview of Buddhism's rich and complex esoteric traditions in the Himalayan region and South,
Southeast, and East Asia, with particular emphasis on texts, commentaries, and practices from a
variety of traditions, locales and time periods.

ASIA 438  Twentieth Century South Asia
This 400 level course introduces students to the study of film as this media has informed
culture, politics and subjectivity in the South Asian context. Film was introduced in South Asia
during the British era, but media scholars concur this cinema is not derivative. Indeed, with its
indigenization, cinema became indispensable to postcolonial state and nationformation.
Drawing on the interdisciplinary traditions of South Asian media studies, postcolonial and cultural
studies, as well as feminist and sexuality studies, this course teaches students to historicize and
contextualize cinematic representation as we trace the major shifts in postcolonial depictions of
Muslims. Given that ‘Bollywood’ is the most voluminous film industry in the region, this course
has a particular focus on Hindi cinema.

Special Korean Studies Lab Seminar
Open to the public. Instruction in Korean.
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August 31st  September 1, 2016
Room 604, Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall
Details >>

Colloquium on Religion, Literature and the Arts
Hosted by Dr. Anne Murphy, this colloquium will feature different speakers every other week
throughout Term 1. The first event will take place on September 20th, 2016.
Upcoming events:
Tuesday, September 20, 2016
Are Plato’s altruistic philosophers like Buddhist bodhisattvas?
With guest speaker Michael Griffin
12:30pm
Room 604, Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall
Tuesday, October 4, 2016
Imagined & Pragmatic Pilgrimage in Mandeville’s Late Medieval Book of Marvels and Travels
With guest speaker Kyla Drzazgowski
12:30pm
Room 604, Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall
Details and more events >>

Reluctant Rebellions: A Book Talk and Release with
Shauna Singh Baldwin
"Begin anywhere, but begin."
These are the last lines in this book of essays and perhaps it is the best place to begin. Shauna
Singh Baldwin’s Reluctant Rebellions: New and Selected Nonfiction is an important intervention
in the scholarship of diaspora writing by feminists of colour. In this book she presents her essays
and speeches on the act of writing as a feminist author, while at the same time writing about
the resistance of cultural communities to the erroneous presumptions of fixed identities by
dominant forces. These two juxtapositions together create a complex and rich ground for
exploration for the reader. Keeping these positions in mind, she writes evocatively to the
heterogeneity of experiences in the interplay between two polar opposites of
acceptance/belonging and contestation.
Wednesday, September 21, 2016
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=833257&q=0&qz=6439a8
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An intimate gathering, for a book talk/release with Shauna
Singh Baldwin in Asian Centre Room 604, 1871 West Mall
6 p.m. for light dinner reception, 6:30 for talk
SPACE IS VERY LIMITED
To reserve a place, email: anne.murphy@ubc.ca
Sponsored by the Department of Asian Studies, with the
Asian Canadian and Asian Migration Studies Program, and
made possible with the support of the Centre for Indo
Canadian Studies at the University of the Fraser Valley

Scholar/Filmmakers, Lata Mani &
Nicolas Grandi
A two day event of films and discussions.
Wednesday, October 5, 2016
The Poetics of Fragility, By Nicolás Grandi & Lata Mani  Film
with introduction/discussion
5pm  6:30 pm
Green College Coach House
The Poetics of Fragility (HD 63 minutes) is a kaleidoscopic exploration of the texture, vitality and
aesthetics of fragility. It interweaves stories of bodily frailty with optical vignettes of nature’s
delicacy to reclaim fragility as intrinsic to existence, not something to be bemoaned or
overcome.
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Thursday, October 6, 2016
Seminar: Writing the Present: The Arts, Humanities & the Polyphony of our Wor(l)ds 4 pm Peter
Wall Institute, Seminar Room 307, 6331 Crescent Road
The seminar will feature a screening of the film De Sidere 7, 38 minutes (by Nicolás Grandi &
Lata Mani) and open up to a wider discussion of the film and paper by Lata Mani, Writing the
Present.
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Details >>

Conference on Genocide
Genocide: The politics of denial, forgetting and the work of memory
This conference will focus on a few genocides that have an immediate bearing on Canada and
the diasporas in Canada, particularly the South Asian diaspora. Its goal is to inform, revive
memory, compel recognition, and mobilize support for organizations that are engaged in the
struggle against genocide.
October 7  9, 2016
515 W Hastings Street, Vancouver
Cosponsored by UBC Asian Studies and featuring Associate Professor, Sunera Thobani
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Details >>

CUHK Cantonese Exchange
The new UBC Cantonese program taught its first Summer Term CNTO 301/303 Basic Cantonese
courses from this past June through August. On June 8 th, 12 exchange students from Shaw
College of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) visited the UBC Cantonese class and
joined in a demonstration of an ultrasound experiment on teaching Cantonese headed by
researcher Dr. Heather Bliss. Then the students from both CUHK and UBC interviewed each
other using the target language Cantonese, followed by an entertaining presentation on popular
college slang in Hong Kong universities prepared by the students from Hong Kong.
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Students from both groups found the activities highly effective in terms of cultural and language
exchange. One of the students from CUHK commented, “This interactive way of teaching is
really good for language studying!” while another said, “I was impressed seeing so many people
are willing to learn my mother tongue. It's so much fun.” Ruie Lee, a fourth year business major
at UBC, thinks those hours spent speaking with native speakers from Hong Kong were the most
productive time of the course.

The CUHK group was hosted and led by Zoe Lam, a PhD candidate from the Linguistics
Department. She said “The exchange is not only beneficial to UBC students but also to the CUHK
students. They have got a better picture of the use of Cantonese in overseas Chinese
communities, the influence of Cantonese popular culture, and Cantonese as one of the many
languages spoken at home in Canada.” The Cantonese program plans to create more
opportunities in the future for the students to interact with other fellow learners and native
speakers of Cantonese involving the local communities as well as institutions overseas.
More from Ming Pao News (Chinese) >>
Article 2 >>

Creative Student Projects for ASIA 347, Fall 2015
ASIA 347 is a survey course in traditional Korean literature. Although the assigned readings date
as far back as 1500 years ago, they live on in the Korean cultural memory, and specifically
through the broad stream of Korean oral literature, performance aspects of which can be seen
even today in Hallyu, the wave of Korean popular culture that is sweeping the globe.
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=833257&q=0&qz=6439a8
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Among the extracredit options for this course are creative projects that tap into a variety of
artistic talents. The four student projects that follow are very different from one another, but all
are inspired by works of literature, recorded or oral, from traditional Korea, and by the
sentiments kindled by those works.

Heejin Kim’s “SteppingStone” was inspired by a shijo by an Early Choson master of the form,
Chong Ch’ol, as she explains in a commentary that locates her poem in Korea’s drinking culture.
"SteppingStone" by Heejin Kim
Minju Shin, a composition major, has penned a ballad to accompany one of the exquisite love
songs that survive from Kory? times (9181392).
Ballad Composed by Minju Shin
In “Outside,” Elaine Ham has combined her own artwork with a variety of images that
contextualize two often cited Korean emotional responses—those of h?ng (excitement; defined
by translator and poet Kevin O’Rourke as the feeling one gets from the tug of a fish on your
fishing line) and han, a combination of regret, sorrow, bitterness, and chagrin.
"Outside" by Elaine Yeeun Ham
Christine Lee’s “The Tale of ‘Shim Ch’ong’” has as its subject the female exemplar of filial piety.
Her tale has been retold countless times in a variety of genres. Here Shim Ch’?ng is dumped
Terminatorlike into the past, along with her gambler father, but everyone ends up living happily
ever after!
"The Tale of ‘Shim Ch’ong" by Christine Lee

Student Opportunities

Internship – Vancouver Economic Commission Asia Pacific Centre (looking for Japanese speakers)
Call for Applications to the Liu Scholars Program, Liu Institute for Global Issues
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OnCampus Events
Wednesday, September 7, 2016
Persian Writings on Ayurvedic Medicine: The Construction of a Genre
4:30 pm  6:00 pm
Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Thursday, September 8, 2016
Literary Interaction in South Asia: IndoPersian Narratives
4:30 pm  6:00 pm
Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Thursday, September 8th, 2016
Master of Public Policy and Global Affairs Policy Salon
RSVP here
12:30 pm  2:00 pm
Liu Institute for Global Issues  Multipurpose Room
Friday, September 9, 2016
Workshop: "Colonial Readers and Authors of IndoPersian Texts"
10:30 am  12:30 pm
Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Thursday, September 22, 2016
Nationalism, Dogmatism and what more: The Crisis of Vision in Nepali Society
4 pm  6 pm
Room 120, CK Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Monday, November 7, 2016
The Science of Healing: Tibetan Medicine as Local Practice, National Heritage, and Global Brand
5 pm 7 pm
Room 120, CK Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Thursday, December 1, 2016
Tenzing Rigdol: Artist’s talk on contemporary Tibetan art
5 pm 7:30 pm
Room 102, Frederic Lasserre Building, 6333 Memorial Road

OffCampus Events
September 3  5, 2016
TAIWANfest
Downtown Vancouver
Monday, September 12, 2016
Young Canadians in the 21st AsiaPacific Century: Opportunities and Preparation
6:00 pm  8:30 pm
Vancouver Boardroom, Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada, 900  675 W. Hastings St, Vancouver

Meet our Students  Douglas Ober, Ph.D. Student,
Modern Indian Buddhism
Asian Studies: Tell us a little about yourself, your background and how you became
interested in Asian Studies?
Douglas: I was born in Chicago but I moved to the west coast when I was 18 to attend the
University of Puget Sound, where I did my BA in History. Since then, I’ve been slowly migrating
up the coast, first to Seattle where I did my MA in Comparative Religion at the University of
Washington and now in Vancouver, where I’m finishing my PhD in Asian Studies. Of course,
there were some long stints spent in South Asia in between and during those programs.
My interest in Asian Studies began as a teenager through the prism of Tibet and the Himalayas—
I was, I suppose, “a prisoner of Shangrila,” to use Donald Lopez’s famous expression. Over time
and through critical academic studies and firsthand experiences, most of those earlier
perceptions changed and developed into a deep and
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=833257&q=0&qz=6439a8
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perceptions changed and developed into a deep and
abiding interest in the geography and cultural ecology
of the region. As an undergraduate, I focused on
modern Japanese and Chinese history but I also had
the good fortune of studying abroad in India, Nepal
and Tibet (Autonomous Region) with the School of
International Training (SIT)’s “Tibetan Studies”
program. That experience was extremely
transformative and after I graduated, I returned to
South Asia for two more years. I spent the first year
working at a Buddhist monastic college (bshad grwa)
in western Bhutan and the remainder was spent in
north India, where I managed a series of travel and
homestay programs in the northwest Indian
Himalaya. During that time and after, I was able to
experience firsthand the incredible diversity of the
region (particularly in places like Afghanistan, India,
western China) but I often left these trips feeling that
I needed more context, more structure, and critical
foundation. So I returned to school for my MA,
narrowing my topical focus to South Asian religions
and my linguistic training to Hindi and Tibetan.
Asian Studies: Why did you choose the Asian Studies program at UBC? Was there an
aspect of the program or location that was particularly attractive to you compared to
other programs in Canada or internationally?
Douglas: The location was always attractive but the reality is that I chose it in order to work
with three different faculty members: Harjot Oberoi, Tsering Shakya and Jessica Main. All three
are on my doctoral committee and have been central to my project since day one. While I have
benefited immensely from their individual expertise and critical insights, it is from the totality of
their supervision and mentorship that my project has been able to both probe deeper and reach
a wider audience.
Asian Studies: Could you explain to a nonexpert what you are researching and why it
is important?
Douglas: My dissertation rests at the intersection of South Asian history and Buddhist studies.
Put simply, the conventional view in academia (and beyond) is that sometime between the 12th
– 15th century, Buddhism “died” or “disappeared” from India before being “reborn” in 1956
when the Indian constitutionalist, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, converted to Buddhism along with half a
million of his Dalit (“Untouchable”) followers. That is, of course, a rather compressed and
simplified summary of the existing view but my research is an intervention in the grander
argument. First, I argue that Buddhism never exactly disappeared from the subcontinent and
that it lived on in various ways, through people’s memories, histories and the occasional pilgrim’s
journey. Second, and this really forms the heart of my dissertation, I examine the 150 years
prior to the mass conversions of the 1950s, and demonstrate that there was an incredibly robust
conversation about Buddhism taking place among Indians of all walks of life. Most of this was
stimulated by the Orientalists’ discovery of ancient Buddhist ruins in British India as well as the
influx of Buddhist pilgrims and missionaries from foreign lands. Thus, by the turn of the century,
you had Hindi schoolbooks comparing the Buddha to Abraham Lincoln, Burmese merchants
sponsoring Hindu wrestlers to become Buddhist monks and conservative Hindu industrialists
building Buddhist temples. These sorts of things gave tremendous shape to the way that South
Asians (and the world more widely) understand what it means to be Buddhist and what
Buddhism means to India and the modern world. With Buddhism being one of the fastest
growing and most politically active religions in India today, the nature of this colonial inheritance
has taken on a more urgent importance.
Asian Studies: As a graduate student, what are your main activities?
Douglas: Reading, writing, and more reading and writing. I think that is the hallmark of
graduate school. During the first few years, this process is a bit more structured since you are
taking classes but once you finish your comps (comprehensive examinations), your own reading
and writing schedule takes on a more independent streak. Once you reach this stage, I find that
attending conferences and lectures delivered by visiting professors, etc., is a great way to stay
connected and intellectually stimulated. Teaching also forms an important part of your graduate
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=833257&q=0&qz=6439a8
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training and I think it is extremely vital, not only for your continued intellectual nourishment but
for learning how to best convey the complexities of academic scholarship to a wider
undergraduate community.
Asian Studies: What has been the most memorable or impactful moment of your
graduate experience?
Douglas: There hasn’t been any one moment in particular but rather the fluidity of the
experience as a whole. Being able to get back to South Asia is always the most rewarding part.
Although there is a large South Asian (particularly, Punjabi) community in Vancouver, being on
the ground in South Asia is always an important reminder of why I began this study in the first
place. Here in Vancouver, I feel very fortunate that I have had so much exposure to my own
advisors—my work desk sits outside two of their offices! The UBC campus, and in particular, the
corridor where the Department of Asian Studies, Institute of Asian Research, Anthropology
Museum, etc., are located, is also just a very pleasant place to spend your days.
Asian Studies: What are your goals (career or academic) once you’ve completed the
program?
Douglas: And how is our program helping you achieve them? In an ideal world, I would find
employment at a university that integrates language study and semesterlong study abroad
programs into a central part of the undergraduate curriculum. If I don’t find that, then I guess
I’ll have to build it…
Many UBC faculty (both inside and outside our Department) have shared their own experiences
and thoughts on how to best approach the job market, attain success, and so on. Being able to
serve on a job search provided a lot of insights into what goes on behind the scenes in hiring and
the general dynamics of a large public university like UBC. That experience was especially helpful.
Asian Studies: Can you give any advice to new students in our program or for
students considering applying to it?
Douglas: Research the program thoroughly and contact faculty prior to applying. Having strong
faculty support—i.e., meaning faculty that are interested in your project—will have a profound
bearing on your graduate school experience and success. Expect to work hard and be aware of
the time and life investment it takes to complete a PhD. These are rewarding years but they can
also be stressful. If you choose to enter academia, you will be entering a very competitive field,
one with huge rewards but significant risks. All in all, UBC and the Vancouver area in general is
an outstanding place to spend these years. Perhaps the only downside to UBC is that after you
finish, you will (most likely) have to leave!

We Welcome your Submissions
If you have a story that you would like featured in our biweekly update please submit your
story here and it could be featured in the next Update!

Missed an Update?
All past newsletters may be found here.
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